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Abstract
We distinguish two questions (i) how much information does the prior contain? and (ii) what is the
effect of the prior? Several measures have been proposed for quantifying effective prior sample size, for
example Clarke [1996] and Morita et al. [2008]. However, these measures typically ignore the likelihood
for the inference currently at hand, and therefore address (i) rather than (ii). Since in practice (ii) is of
great concern, Reimherr et al. [2014] introduced a new class of effective prior sample size measures based
on prior-likelihood discordance. We take this idea further towards its natural Bayesian conclusion by
proposing measures of effective prior sample size that not only incorporate the general mathematical form
of the likelihood but also the specific data at hand. Thus, our measures do not average across datasets
from the working model, but condition on the current observed data. Consequently, our measures
can be highly variable, but we demonstrate that this is because the impact of a prior can be highly
variable. Our measures are Bayes estimates of meaningful quantities and well communicate the extent
to which inference is determined by the prior, or framed differently, the amount of effort saved due to
having prior information. We illustrate our ideas through a number of examples including a Gaussian
conjugate model (continuous observations), a Beta-Binomial model (discrete observations), and a linear
regression model (two unknown parameters). Future work on further developments of the methodology
and an application to astronomy are discussed at the end.
Keywords: Bayesian inference, effective prior sample size, statistical information, Wasserstein dis-
tance, Bayes estimate, sensitivity analysis
1 Motivation
Prior knowledge and assumptions are central to many statistical problems, and in practice it is important
to assess their impact on the final inference. For example, Chen et al. [2019] propose a Bayesian analysis
of a multi-telescope astronomical dataset, and highlight that scientific prior distributions provide key
information about each of the specific instruments and play a substantial role in the final inference. For
scientists it is important to understand the role of prior distributions in such scenarios, e.g., do the priors
associated with one particular instrument have a much greater impact on the inference than those for other
instruments?
One appealing and interpretable way to assess prior impact is to provide a measure of the effective prior
sample size (EPSS), i.e., the approximate number of observations to which the information in the prior
is equivalent. Gaussian conjugate models offer a canonical example: with observed data yi
iid∼ N(µ, σ2),
for i = 1, . . . , n, and conjugate prior distribution µ ∼ N(µ0, σ2/r), the posterior distribution of µ is
N(wny¯n + (1 − wn)µ0, σ2/(n + r)), where wn = n/(n + r). Based on the posterior variance denominator
n + r, the effect of the prior appears to be equivalent to that of r samples, so we say that the EPSS
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is r. However, this formulation faces two challenges: (a) it is not immediately clear how to generalize
beyond conjugate models, and more importantly, (b) when µ0 is arbitrarily different to y¯n, its impact on
the posterior mean is arbitrarily large, and is therefore clearly not equivalent to that of r samples.
Effective prior sample size (EPSS) measures have gained substantial attention in the literature, and
a number of strategies have been proposed in response to the two challenges above, e.g., Clarke [1996],
Morita et al. [2008], and Morita et al. [2010]. Most of the strategies proposed rely on a comparison between
the actual prior pi and a low-information or baseline prior pib, e.g., the improper prior pib(µ) ∝ 1 would be a
natural choice for the baseline prior in the Gaussian conjugate model above. This comparative information
approach is necessary, because there is no universal “non-informative” prior against which to measure prior
impact, and Bayesian inference cannot be conducted without a prior. Early generalizations along these
lines sought to match the prior pi to a hypothetical posterior distribution constructed using the baseline
prior pib and some hypothetical previous samples, that is, they interpreted the prior pi as the posterior
from a previous analysis. The EPSS is then defined as the number of observations used in the hypothetical
posterior distribution, e.g., Clarke [1996] and Morita et al. [2008]. These approaches successfully generalize
the notion of EPSS, but do not address concern (b) regarding the real impact of the prior when the data
mean and prior mean differ substantially. Indeed, these methods do not consider the observed data or the
real posterior distribution at all.
Reimherr et al. [2014] instead suggested minimizing the discrepancy between two posterior distributions,
one using the real prior pi and the other using the baseline prior pib. In this case the EPSS is defined as the
difference in the number of samples used by the two posteriors. Similar ideas have also been proposed in
slightly different contexts, e.g., see Lin et al. [2007] and Wiesenfarth and Calderazzo [2019]. The Reimherr
et al. [2014] method offers many improvements over early approaches and goes beyond simply capturing
the variance of the prior; it also partially quantifies the impact of the prior location. However, it averages
over the data using the bootstrap, and therefore does not quantify the impact of the prior for the specific
analysis carried out with the observed data at hand, which is of most interest in practice.
In this paper, we follow a similar approach but propose a new EPSS measure that addresses the above
limitations by conditioning on the observed data, and thereby directly quantifies the prior impact for the
actual analysis performed. This modification was inspired by the insight of Efron and Hinkley [1978] that
observed Fisher information is sometimes more useful than expected Fisher information. We furthermore
provide an explicit definition of EPSS in terms of future observations, and thus identify the estimand of
interest. This gives our EPSS measures real-world interpretations and disentangles the tasks of defining
and approximating the EPSS. Our method also has additional appealing properties, including a Bayes
estimate interpretation and no lower limits on the observed data sample size n. The latter is important
because prior impact is often most pronounced, and therefore of most interest, when the sample size is
small. In contrast, Reimherr et al. [2014] require n to be large because their method relies on the bootstrap
and an accurate estimate of the “true parameter” value, see Section 2.1 for a review. In summary, our
approach represents a substantially improved method for quantifying prior impact in practice, and its
real-world interpretation could make it a valuable tool for clearly reporting the contribution of priors in
Bayesian analyses.
There are important situations and complications that we have not yet addressed, which will be con-
sidered in future work. For example, although our method is general (as will be discussed in Section 6),
in this paper we focus on simple conjugate models to gain intuition, whereas more general hierarchical
models often play an important role in real analyses. Some earlier approaches mentioned above have been
extended to more complex hierarchical models, e.g., Morita et al. [2012] extended the ideas of Morita et al.
[2008] to three-layer models. Our approach as presented here can naturally be applied in such contexts to
obtain an overall EPSS, but the most appropriate way to summarize the impact of the prior information
related to each individual parameter (as opposed to that related to all the parameters) needs to be studied
further, especially in the multi-level prior context.
There are alternatives to EPSS for assessing the impact of a prior, including sensitivity analysis and
direct quantification of prior information. While also useful, these alternatives have a number of drawbacks.
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Sensitivity analysis has the advantage of focusing on the actual analysis at hand (like our approach), but is
typically somewhat ad hoc, difficult to summarize, and only related to very specific aspects of the inference.
In contrast, prior information measures typically consider the prior in isolation and do not reveal much
about the specific analysis performed. It can therefore be challenging for researchers to quantify how
much inference is driven by prior information, as opposed to the data at hand. In summary, we focus on
EPSS because it is a very interpretable measure of prior impact, and has the potential to be widely and
consistently used, and may thereby provide a much needed assessment of the role of priors in the many
studies being performed.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing approaches of measuring EPSS, discusses
the importance of observed data, and defines our EPSS measure. Section 3 provides numerical results in
the context of a Gaussian conjugate model example. Section 4 provides intuition and theory supporting
our method. Section 5 provides additional numerical results in the form of Beta-Binomial and regression
model examples. Section 6 provides further insights and discussion of open problems. Proofs are given in
the Appendix.
2 Defining prior information and prior impact
2.1 Existing methods of measuring effective prior sample size
Suppose that pi is our prior distribution for a collection of unknown parameters of interest θ ∈ Θ. Let pib
be a baseline prior and y = {y1, . . . , yn} be hypothetical previous data with probability density f(y|θ).
Imagine that our real prior pi is the posterior distribution ppib(·|y) ∝ f(y|·)pib(·). Under this formulation,
Clarke [1996] considers
arg min
y∈Y
KL(pi(·), ppib(·|y)), (1)
where KL(g, h) denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
∫
Θ log(g(θ)/h(θ))g(θ)dθ, and Y is the support
of f (for simplicity we assume Y to be the same for all θ ∈ Θ). In words, the approach of Clarke [1996] is
to find the hypothetical dataset y∗ that when combined with the baseline prior pib produces the posterior
distribution qpib(·|y) with minimum KL-divergence from our true prior pi. The effective prior sample size
(EPSS from hereon) can then be quantified as the number of individual observations contained in y∗. Note
that the density f is a user specified hypothetical distribution for prior data, and is not necessarily the
same as the model for any actual data.
The above approach is distinguished from most other methods (such as those mentioned below) in that
it gives a specific dataset y∗ which represents the information in the prior. An advantage of this approach
is that y∗ can potentially capture other aspects of the information contained in pi in addition to the EPSS.
However, y∗ has no concrete relation to the likelihood or data at hand, which we consider to be a drawback,
at least when question (ii) in the abstract is of primary interest.
Morita et al. [2008] adopt a similar approach but measure distance using the difference of the second
derivative of the log densities rather than KL divergence. Furthermore, to avoid the peculiarity of reporting
a specific dataset y∗, and to take account of uncertainty regarding the dataset, they take an expectation
over y, i.e., they compute E[ ∂
2
∂θ2
log ppib(·|Y )]. This treatment of the hypothetical previous data y may be
preferable to that of Clarke [1996], but for the purpose of addressing (ii) the Morita et al. [2008] method
suffers from the same fundamental problem of not taking the likelihood of any actual data into account.
To address this limitation Reimherr et al. [2014] introduced the notion of prior-likelihood discordance
and incorporated it in their measures of EPSS. The key change they proposed was to compare two posterior
distributions rather than comparing a prior to a (hypothetical) posterior. To make the comparison, under
each prior pi, they consider the expected mean squared error when a draw from the posterior is used to
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estimate the true parameter θT , i.e.,
Upi,θT (I) = EθT [MSE(pi, YI)] =
∫
YI
MSE(pi,yI)f(yI |θT )dyI ,
where
MSE(pi,yI) = Varpi(θ|yI) + (Epi[θ|yI ]− θT )2 .
Reimherr et al. [2014] use I to indicate the information contained in the hypothetical data yI and in their
main examples it represents the sample size (because the samples are assumed to be independent and
identically distributed). Let n be the sample size of the real data, denoted yobs. For hypothetical sample
size k  n, Reimherr et al. [2014] estimate the EPSS of an informative prior pi relative to a baseline prior
pib by the smallest integer z such that
Uˆpi,θˆ(k) ≈ Uˆpib,θˆ(k + z),
where θˆ is the maximum likelihood estimate of θT based on yobs, and Uˆ is computed by averaging over
datasets of size k drawn from the empirical distribution (hence the constraint that k  n). By a slight
abuse of terminology we refer to their averaging method as bootstrapping. One of the novel aspects of this
formulation is that z is allowed to be negative. This is helpful when, for example, we are trying to assess
if pi is a low-information prior and therefore might feasibly have a lower EPSS than pib.
The approach of Reimherr et al. [2014] described above has a number of advantages over earlier methods:
(i) it focuses on the impact of the prior on posterior inference; (ii) it incorporates the likelihood, although for
reduced data size; and (iii) it proposes a potentially reasonable method for generating datasets to combine
with pi and pib (bootstrapping). There are however still some limitations of their approach. Firstly, their
method averages over the data and therefore their measure of EPSS does not tell us what the impact of
the prior is for the observed data yobs, which is of most interest in practice. Secondly, their approach relies
on bootstrapping the data and estimating θT which both require n to be large, but the impact of a prior
is usually greatest and of most interest when n is small. Lastly, their use of MSE is not necessarily the
best way of quantifying the difference between two posterior distributions and therefore the prior impact.
Indeed, there is in fact no reason to introduce the notion of a true parameter value θT in order to measure
prior impact, a point we revisit in Section 3.1.
2.2 General formulations of prior sample size
We now formulate general approaches for measuring EPSS that incorporate the key ideas in the previous
work outlined in Section 2.1 and in the the broader literature. Firstly, most approaches for measuring
EPSS involve minimizing a distance or divergence between a probability density qpi constructed using the
user’s prior and a probability density qpib constructed using a baseline prior. In some cases, the EPSS
denoted z is directly computed based on this minimization. That is,
z = h
(
arg min
(x,y)∈X×Y
D(qpib(·|x), qpi(·|y))
)
, (2)
where D is a distance or divergence between the probability densities qpi and qpib , x and y denote data, and
h is a function of the optimal datasets (x∗,y∗) which minimizes the D. This formulation is very general in
that there are various choices for h and D and the data (x and y) may be hypothetical, real, or re-sampled.
In some cases only x is optimized, and Y is degenerate. For example, we may set Y = {yobs} (i.e., fix
qpi(·|y) to be the posterior density ppi(·|yobs)), or set Y = ∅, where ∅ denotes the empty set (i.e., fix qpi to
be the prior pi). The method of Clarke [1996] is an example of a EPSS measure that is defined according
to (2).
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Despite the flexibility of (2), from a statistical perspective it is not ideal to identify the EPSS z with
optimized datasets x∗ and y∗. If the datasets x are y are unknown then our uncertainty about them
should be taken into account. Thus, most approaches to measuring EPSS do not directly consider (2) but
rather an average quantity
E[D(qpi(X), qpib(Y ))] =
∫
X×Y
D(qpib(x), qpi(y))f(x,y)d(x,y), (3)
where f denotes the joint density of (x,y), and depends on the choice of X and Y. Optimization is used
in selecting X × Y and it is the result of this final step that determines the EPSS. For example, we may
have X × Y = Rm × ∅, where the m minimizing (3) is to be determined, and z = h(m). The approaches
proposed by Morita et al. [2008] and Reimherr et al. [2014] are examples of methods that minimize (3).
Another work closely connected to (2) and (3) is that of Ley et al. [2017], which provides general upper
and lower bounds for the 1-Wasserstein distance between the posterior distribution under a baseline prior
and the posterior distribution under an informative prior. However, Ley et al. [2017] do not discuss EPSS
directly, and their method is limited to one-dimensional parameter spaces.
2.3 Observed effective prior sample size
In contrast to the measures discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we propose that measures of EPSS should
condition on the observed data at hand, and in Section 2.4 define the (posterior) mean observed prior
effective sample size (MOPESS). In our experience, applied statisticians are most interested in the impact of
the prior distribution on the specific analysis that is being performed and reported, i.e., given (conditioning
on) the observed data. Consequently, our proposed measures of EPSS (detailed below in Section 2.4) are
closely related to the notion of observed information.
Averaging is necessary when measuring the self-information of a random variable because the only
uncertainty (and therefore potential for information) regards the value of the random variable. However,
in the context of statistical inference, we are usually interested in observed mutual information, i.e., what
can be learnt about the unknown parameter θ from the observed data. Therefore, expressing information
as an average with respect to the data is often not the best option. For example, Efron and Hinkley [1978]
demonstrated that, in practice, observed Fisher information is often of greater relevance than expected
Fisher information.
Thus, rather than computing (3), our EPSS measures seek to capture the observed impact of a prior
by conditioning on the observed data yobs, which from now on we usually denoted y or {y1, . . . , yn}. In
addition to y, we consider the hypothetical expanded dataset x = y ∪ {xn+1, . . . , xn+r}, where r ∈ Z≥0
and xn+1, . . . , xn+r are future samples. It is still necessary to average over the unknown future samples,
but this is done conditioning on the observed data and addresses real uncertainties regarding the future
samples, as opposed to artificial uncertainties related to the observed data.
2.4 Definition of the observed prior sample size
Here we define EPSS from the perspective of observed information discussed above. For a given m = n+r,
the hypothetical expanded data set is x(m) = {x(m)1 , . . . , x(m)m } ≡ y ∪ {x(m)n+1, . . . , x(m)m }, where the new
superscripts indicate an association with the specific value of m, and will become useful in what follows.
If x(m) was known for all m then intuitively we would want to choose the m which minimizes the distance
between the two posterior distributions qpi(·|y) and qpib(·|x(m)), where pi is our real prior whose EPSS is
to be measured and pib is the baseline prior. Some care must be taken regarding the population from
which x(m) is assumed to originate. A researcher who does not want to use pi would not collect many
additional samples and then attempt to find the m to minimize the distance between their posterior
and ours. Instead, they would simply collect a fixed number of additional samples r = m − n (if they
decided that more data were needed). Therefore the correct question to ask to quantify the EPSS of
pi is as follows: if there are multiple independent researchers each of whom chooses a different value
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of r, then whose inference will most closely agree with our inference? In other words, for the EPSS
to correspond to normal scientific procedure, the hypothesized future samples must have some form of
conditional independence across values of m (to be specified shortly, see (7) below). This means that we
cannot assume that x(m+1) = x(m) ∪ {xm+1}, so we write the full collection of expanded datasets as xL
= {y,y∪{x(n+1)n+1 },y∪{x(n+2)n+1 , x(n+2)n+2 }, . . . ,y∪{x(L)n+1, . . . , x(L)L }} = {x(n),x(n+1), . . . ,x(L)}, where L is the
maximum feasible value of m, or in other words L − n is the maximum feasible magnitude of the EPSS
associated with pi. In summary, for a given realization of xL, the EPSS essentially corresponds to the m
such that x(m) ∈ xL minimizes the distance between qpi(·|y) and qpib(·|x(m)). To formally complete this
specification a number of further details are needed, which we now discuss.
Firstly, there are various measures of discrepancy between two probability distributions which could
be used under the general framework given in Section 2.2. For example, Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
was adopted by Clarke [1996] to quantify prior-posterior discrepancy, and Reimherr et al. [2014] used mean
squared error as a discrepancy measure. There are also a number of other options such as more general
f -divergences [Ali and Silvey, 1966, Sason and Verdu´, 2016], of which KL divergence is a special case. In
this paper, we adopt the Wasserstein distance, for reasons to be explained shortly, but our methodology is
general and can use any discrepancy measure. For p ≥ 1, let µ and ν be probability measures defined on
M with finite pth moment. The p-Wasserstein distance between µ and ν is defined as
Wp(µ, ν) =
(
inf
γ∈Γ(µ,ν)
∫
M×M
d(x, y)p dγ(x, y)
)1/p
, (4)
where Γ(µ, ν) denotes measures on M×M with marginals µ and ν respectively, and d is a metric on M.
In the case of multivariate Gaussian distributions the 2-Wasserstein distance can be computed in closed
form and more generally there are efficient software packages for approximating it given posterior samples,
e.g., Schuhmacher et al. [2019]. The Wasserstein distance is widely used in statistics, e.g., in theoretical
studies of Bayesian asymptotics (e.g. Nguyen [2016]), scalable Bayesian inference (e.g. Srivastava et al.
[2015], Minsker et al. [2017]) and variational inference (e.g. Ambrogioni et al. [2018]). It enjoys a variety of
desirable properties, making it a good choice for measuring the distance between the posterior distributions
considered in our EPSS measures, as we now explain. Intuitively, the Wasserstein distance captures the
amount of “effort” needed to transform one probability distribution to another probability distribution,
if we imagine the two probability densities as two piles of sands. From the prior influence perspective,
this makes Wasserstein distance an appealing measure of the closeness of two posterior distributions: we
seek to quantify the amount of extra “effort” (in terms of extra samples) that is needed to transform
the baseline prior posterior distribution into the posterior distribution under our prior pi. In the current
context a successful transformation reproduces the posterior distribution under pi in terms of variance,
location, and tail behavior, which are all criteria well measured by the Wasserstein metric. For example, in
Ley et al. [2017], the Wasserstein distance is the adopted metric for assessing prior influence on Bayesian
inference. In Appendix F, we demonstrate our method using an alternative discrepancy measure (namely
KL divergence) in a Gaussian conjugate model example, and thereby further illustrate both the generality
of our approach by giving sensible results of EPSS based on the alternative measure and point out the
connections between the two discrepancy measures.
Secondly, we must allow for the possibility that our prior pi is in fact less informative than the baseline
prior pib. In our previous discussions, we take for granted that our prior pi contains more “information”
than the baseline prior and therefore that the baseline prior should be supplemented by extra samples.
However, in practice, the prior pi could potentially have less impact on the analysis than the baseline
prior pib. This happens when the prior pi is more diffuse than the baseline pib or is similarly diffuse but
has greater location agreement with the data than pib. Thus, in addition to combining extra samples
with pib, it is natural to also consider the alternative of combining extra samples with pi and finding
the minimum of the distance W2
(
qpib(·|y), qpi(·|x˜(m))
)
across values of m. Here x˜m ∈ x˜L, where x˜L =
{x˜(n), x˜(n+1), . . . , x˜(L)} is a second realization of xL, which we assume is independent, see (7). We avoid
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assuming that x˜L = xL for essentially the same reason that we do not assume x
(m+1) = x(m)∪{xm+1}: for
the interpretation of the EPSS to correspond to normal scientific procedure, we cannot assume that each
individual researcher computes both qpib(·|x(m)) and qpi(·|x(m)) and then decides which to use depending on
whether W2
(
qpib(·|x(m)), qpi(·|y)
)
or W2
(
qpib(·|y), qpi(·|x(m))
)
is smaller. We instead assume there are two
researchers in the population for each value of m, one who computes qpib(·|x(m)) and one who computes
qpi(·|x˜(m)), and since the reseaerchers will likely have different laboratories it is natural to assume that
x(m) and x˜(m) are independent. The importance of this point is mainly conceptual: setting x˜L = xL
did not substantially change our results compared with allowing x˜L and xL to be independent. We write
xallL = xL ∪ x˜L = {x(n), x˜(n),x(n+1), x˜(n+1), . . . ,x(L), x˜(L)} to denote all the future samples combined, and
for conciseness introduce the notation W2(m) and W˜2(m) to denote the distances W2
(
qpib(·|x(m)), qpi(·|y)
)
and W2
(
qpib(·|y), qpi(·|x˜(m))
)
, respectively.
Lastly, we define the sign function for our EPSS measure, which captures whether the prior has a
greater or smaller influence on the inference than pib:
Sn(x
all
L ) =
 1 if minn≤m≤L {W2(m)} ≤ minn≤m≤L
{
W˜2(m)
}
−1 if minn≤m≤L {W2(m)} > minn≤m≤L
{
W˜2(m)
}
.
The sign function identifies to which prior extra samples must be added in order to reduce the discrepancy
between the two posteriors. Our EPSS measures are relative to the baseline prior pib, which can therefore
be assumed to have EPSS zero. Thus, if the minimum distance is achieved by adding extra samples to
the baseline prior pib, that indicates that our prior pi has a greater impact on the inference than pib, and
therefore should have positive EPSS; otherwise, it should have negative EPSS.
The underlying quantity of interest, namely the EPSS value for a specific realization of xallL , can now
be explicitly defined:
Mn(x
all
L ) =
{
argminn≤m≤L {W2(m)} − n if Sn(xallL ) = 1
n− argminn≤m≤L
{
W˜2(m)
}
if Sn(x
all
L ) = −1.
(5)
If minm≥n {W2(m)} > minm≥n
{
W˜2(m)
}
(and thus Sn(x
all
L ) = −1) then this suggests that pi is less
informative than pib, which is why Mn is defined to be negative in this case, as explained above. An
alternative strategy for defining negative EPSS is to allow fewer than n samples to be combined with pib,
i.e., to remove some of the observed data when computing the posterior distribution under pib. However,
we found this to have both conceptual and practical disadvantages compared with the above definition,
e.g., if samples are removed from the observed data then the resulting EPSS measure is highly sensitive
to the order in which the samples were collected (or the order has to be averaged over which introduces
additional challenges and computation). Furthermore, the strategy of removing samples does not fully use
the information in the observed dataset and thus causes more variability in the final estimates of the EPSS.
In practice we do not know the values of the future samples contained in xallL , and our uncertainty
about them is naturally captured by the posterior predictive distribution computed under our real prior pi,
p(xallL |y, pi) =
∫
Θ
p(xL|y, θ)p(x˜L|y, θ)qpi(θ|y)dθ (6)
=
∫
Θ
L∏
m=n
p(x(m)|y, θ)
L∏
m=n
p(x˜(m)|y, θ)qpi(θ|y)dθ, (7)
where for the reasons discussed above we have assumed that xL is conditionally independent of x˜L, and
the future samples x(m) (and x˜(m)) are conditionally independent across values of m, given y and θ.
Unconditionally, all the future samples are dependent, which corresponds to the real-world in that all
additional samples collected would be generated using the same true (but unknown) value of θ. The
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posterior predictive distribution (6)-(7) in turn induces the posterior distribution of Mn(x
all
L ), denoted
FEPSS, which forms a complete summary of the EPSS of pi. To provide a single univariate measure of
EPSS we suggest reporting the posterior mean of Mn, denoted Mn, which is the Bayes estimate of Mn
under squared error loss. In practice, it may be helpful to additionally report several quantiles of FEPSS.
In the remainder of the paper, we use the acronym OPESS (observed prior effective sample size) to refer
to an individual realization of Mn(x
all
L ), i.e., corresponding to a specific realization of x
all
L , and MOPESS
(mean OPESS) to refer to the posterior mean estimate Mn =
∑S
j=1M
(j)
n , where S denotes the number of
simulated realizations of Mn.
In the above, the independence of x(m) (and x˜(m)) across different values of m has the statistical
advantage that the posterior distribution of Mn has relatively low variance (for a given observed dataset
y). This increases the practical appeal of Mn and also means that the computational cost of drawing x
all
L
is somewhat offset because posterior summaries of Mn (e.g., the posterior mean) can be estimated with
relatively few Monte Carlo simulations. Further note that the computation can easily be parallelized.
Algorithm 1 summarizes our general procedure for computing the posterior mean observed prior effective
sample size (MOPESS). The procedure is widely applicable and can be implemented for a large family of
models beyond the specific cases considered in this paper. Naturally, we use analytical forms of the
posterior distributions and the Wasserstein distances when available; otherwise, we choose from several
approximation strategies. We acknowledge that when the approximations are inaccurate, the resulting
MOPESS estimates can be substantially affected, and therefore in practice it is important to check the
effectiveness of each approximation. For example, in Step 2(b), if we use importance sampling or the
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms [Marin and Robert, 2007, Liu, 2008, Brooks et al., 2011]
to approximate the posterior distributions, we must check the effective sample size (and other diagnostics),
see e.g. Geweke et al. [1991], Gelman et al. [1992], Kass et al. [1998], Mengersen et al. [1999], Yang et al.
[2018] for more details, to make sure that the samples well represent the posteriors.
3 Gaussian illustration
3.1 Setup
Let {yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be independent observations from a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance
σ2, i.e., yi
i.i.d.∼ N (µ, σ2), for i = 1, . . . , n. Assume that σ2 is known, our prior for µ is a conjugate prior,
denoted pic(µ) ≡ N (µ0, λ20), and the baseline prior is pif (µ) ∝ 1. Regarding the expanded dataset, as before
we have x
(m)
i = yi for i = 1, . . . , n, and suppose that, if collected, the hypothetical future samples would
be drawn from the same distribution as the observations, i.e., that hypothetically x
(m)
i
i.i.d.∼ N (µ, σ2), for
i = n + 1, . . . ,m. Let piAn and pi
A
m denote the posterior distribution obtained by combining the prior pi
A
with the observed and expanded dataset, respectively, for A = c, f . Lemma 3.1 specifies these posterior
distributions and the 2-Wasserstein distance between pifm and picn and between pi
f
n and picm. The proof is
straightforward and is omitted.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that m ≥ n. For u = n,m, we have
pifu = N
(
xu,
σ2
u
)
, picu = N
(
µu = (1− wu)µ0 + wuxu, σ
2
u+ z
)
, (8)
where wu = u/(u+ z), z = σ
2/λ20, and
xu =
1
u
u∑
i=1
x
(u)
i ,
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Algorithm 1: General procedure for computing MOPESS.
Step 1: Compute posterior distributions qpib(·|y) and qpi(·|y) either analytically or numerically
(posterior samples).
Step 2: Repeat the following for j = 1, . . . S:
Part a: Generate extra samples xallL = xL ∪ x˜L from posterior predictive distribution under pi,
see (6)-(7).
Part b: For m = n + 1, . . . , L, compute the posterior distributions qpib(·|x(m)) and qpi(·|x˜(m))
either analytically or via one of the following:
• Importance sampling: use either qpib(·|x(m∗)) or qpi(·|x˜(m
∗)) as importance functions, for
n ≤ m∗ < m.
• Appropriate Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm.
Part c: Compute the Wasserstein distances {W2(m), W˜2(m), n ≤ m ≤ L} analytically or via
one of the following:
• Gaussian approximation to the posteriors and use of the analytical Wasserstein distance
between Gaussian distributions.
• Numerical approximation based on posterior samples obtained in Step 3, e.g., using the R
package by Schuhmacher et al. [2019].
Part d: Calculate the OPESS M
(j)
n given by (5).
Step 3: Report the MOPESS: Mn =
1
S
∑S
j=1M
(j)
n .
Furthermore, the 2-Wasserstein distance between pifm and picn, and between pi
f
n and picm, is
W2(m) ≡W2
(
pifm, pi
c
n
)
= Dm,n +
(
σ√
m
− σ√
n+ z
,
)2
, (9)
W˜2(m) ≡W2
(
picm, pi
f
n
)
= Dn,m +
(
σ√
n
− σ√
m+ z
,
)2
, (10)
respectively, where Du,v = (x¯u − µv)2, for u, v = n,m.
If the values of x
(m)
n+1 . . . , x
(m)
m were known for all m ∈ {n, . . . , L}, then we would know (9) and (10) and
hence Mn(x
all
L ). Since in practice the future samples are unknown, our method introduced in Section 2.4
specifies that we should look at the posterior distribution of Mn(x
all
L ), the observed prior effective sample
size (OPESS). In the current scenario, realizations of the OPESS can be generated by drawing µ∗ ∼ picn
and then drawing xallL from
p(xallL |y, µ∗) =
L∏
m=n+1
m∏
i=n+1
N (x(m)i |µ∗, σ2)
m∏
i=n+1
N (x˜(m)i |µ∗, σ2).
3.2 Numerical Results
Suppose that µ = µ0 = 0, σ
2 = 1, and λ20 = 0.1. Under these settings, the nominal sample size of the
informative prior pic is 10 because of the following three information based analogies between the prior and
data: (i) if n = 10 then the Fisher information is n/σ2 = 1/λ20 = 10, (ii) if n = 10 then y¯n ∼ pic, and (iii)
for any n, the posterior distribution is N (0, σ2/(n+ 10)).
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Figure 1: (Left) posteriors picn and pi
f
n (dashed lines) and priors pic and pif (solid lines) for a single simulated
dataset y. (Right) distribution of the MOPESS (Mn) across 300 simulated datasets. The vertical line
shows the nominal EPSS of 10.
The left panel of Figure 1 shows the posteriors picn and pi
f
m (dashed lines) for a single example observed
value of y¯n, with n = 20. The priors pi
c and pif are also plotted (solid lines). The right panel of Figure
1 shows the distribution of the MOPESS, i.e., of Mn, across 300 datasets. Interestingly, in the current
context Mn is quite variable and is always higher than the nominal EPSS of 10 (vertical line).
The top left panel of Figure 2 shows that the variation in Mn is due to variation in y¯n across the 300
datasets, because y¯n (and n) determines the posterior distribution pi
c
n. The bold line in the left panel of
Figure 2 is a LOESS (local polynomial regression) fit to the plotted points. For each dataset, the value of
Mn was computed via 10,000 Monte Carlo samples of x
all
L and for a given y¯n the scatter is entirely due
to Monte Carlo error, i.e., with enough Monte Carlo samples all the points would lie exactly on a curve
similar to the bold line plotted. The top right panel of Figure 2 re-plots the LOESS line from the left
panel and shows three quantiles of Mn: the median (black short dash curve), 95% quantile (green long
dash curve), and 5% quantile (blue dash-dot curve). The plot illustrates that even for a fixed value of y¯n
the value of Mn(x
all
L ) can be highly variable across Monte Carlo realizations of x
all
L .
We now turn to the bottom panels of Figure 2 which help to explain the phenomena seen in the top
panels. The bottom left panel of Figure 2 corresponds to the dataset indicated by a “+” symbol in the top
left plot, i.e., the case where y¯n is furthest from µ = µ0 = 0 across all 300 simulated datasets. The resulting
posteriors picn and pi
f
n are plotted in the bottom left panel and picn is seen to be pulled towards zero by pi
c.
This scenario corresponds to the greatest Wasserstein distance between the posteriors picn and pi
f
n because
the difference in posterior means is given by (1 − wn)y¯n, where wn = (n/σ2)/((1/λ20) + (n/σ2)) = 2/3
(the posterior variances only depend on n). The top left panel shows that in this case the MOPESS is
larger than for the other simulations and in particular is around 14.5, which is considerably larger than
the nominal EPSS of 10.
The bottom right panel of Figure 2 illustrates the case where y¯n is closest to µ = µ0 = 0 across the
300 simulated datasets, i.e., the dataset indicated by a cross in the top left panel. From the bottom right
panel we can see that for this dataset both posteriors are centered at zero. Specifically, the posteriors have
substantial overlap because the conjugate prior pic is centered at µ = µ0 = 0 ≈ y¯n and so does not cause
picn to have a substantially different mean to pi
f
n, only a smaller variance. Returning to the top left panel we
can see that this case corresponds to a MOPESS value of around 10.5, which is one of the smallest across
our simulations. In conclusion, we can see that the MOPESS is larger the further y¯n is from zero and that
this is because the prior has more impact on the posterior in these cases. Thus, at least in this simple
example, our MOPESS measure of EPSS seems to have an intuitive interpretation that well captures the
way the prior impact changes with the observed data.
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Figure 2: (Left top) MOPESS (Mn) as a function of the observed data mean y¯n. Each point corresponds
to one of the 300 simulated datasets, the bold curve shows a LOESS (local polynomial regression) fit to the
points. The green “+” symbol and cross indicate the datasets for which |y¯n − µ0| is greatest and smallest,
respectively. (Right top) quantiles of the posterior distribution of Mn as a function of y¯n including the
95% quantile (long dash curve), median (short dash curve), and 5% quantile (dash-dot curve). The solid
line is the same as in the left panel. (Left bottom) posteriors picn and pi
f
n (dashed lines) and priors pic and
pif (solid lines) for the dataset indicated by a “+” symbol in the top left plot. (Bottom right) the same as
in the bottom left panel except for the the dataset indicated by a cross in the top left plot.
Turning our attention from the shape of the curve in the top left panel of Figure 2 to the specific values,
we note that Mn is always greater than the nominal EPSS of 10. In Section 4.1 we illustrate that there
is a good explanation for this location discrepancy: classical information measures consider the prior in
isolation and only correspond to the prior impact if there is no data. As soon as some data are collected
there is, on average, always some level of disagreement between the prior and the data and therefore Mn
is usually greater than the nominal EPSS, at least in the current Gaussian conjugate model example.
However, in specific circumstances it is possible for the MOPESS Mn to be less than the nominal EPSS z,
namely, if the location discrepancy between the initial posteriors picn and pi
f
n is small relative to z, a scenario
which is discussed further in Section 5.1 and Appendix E. Furthermore, in the right panel of Figure 2, the
5% quantile of Mn(x
all
L ) (dash-dot curve) shows that there often exist some realizations of x
all
L such that
the value of Mn is less than the nominal EPSS. Indeed, pi
f
m may by chance be close to picn after m−n < 10
additional samples. More generally, the uncertainty represented by the quantiles in the top right panel of
Figure 2 corresponds to real-world uncertainty about future samples and in particular how many will be
needed to obtain comparable inference to that provided by picn.
The bottom right panel of Figure 2 discussed above corresponds to the case of a super-informative prior
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mentioned by Reimherr et al. [2014]. In their paper, super-information refers to the case where the mean
of the prior pic is closer (in terms of squared difference) to the true mean of the data µ than expected based
on the variance of the prior. For example, in the bottom right panel of Figure 2, the prior mean is closer
than would be expected if the prior had been constructed by computing the posterior distribution based
on 10 earlier observations. The measures proposed by Reimherr et al. [2014] give an EPSS larger than the
nominal EPSS of 10 in this super-informative prior context because the prior is unexpectedly accurate (in
some other cases their measure is lower than the nominal value). However, as we have seen, the MOPESS
is relatively low in the case where µ0 ≈ y¯n (although still larger than the nominal EPSS of 10). Thus, we
re-interpret the super-information phenomenon as a low-impact phenomenon. Indeed, if the majority of
the prior mass is unexpectedly close to the data mean then the prior has less impact than expected. A
conceptual difference between super-information and low-impact is that in the case of the latter the true
value of µ is irrelevant because, once we condition on the observed data y, the true parameter value µ does
not tell us anything about the impact of the prior on inference.
This section has illustrated the limitation of only reporting the nominal EPSS of 10, namely, the actual
impact of the prior depends on the observed data. The promise of our approach is that it fully takes the
observed data into account, and in this respect it is unique among the measures of EPSS that have been
proposed to the best of our knowledge.
4 Method justification and theory
4.1 Illustration regarding choice of sampling distribution for extra observations
Let r = m − n and denote the additional samples collected by s(m)1 , . . . , s(m)r , i.e., {x(m)1 , . . . , x(m)m } =
{y1, . . . , yn, s(m)1 , . . . , s(m)r }. We write s¯r to denote 1r
∑r
i=1 s
(n+r)
i . Returning to the Gaussian conjugate
model introduced earlier, we have
W2(m) =
(
µn − n
m
y¯n − r
m
sr
)2
+
(
σ√
m
− σ√
n+ z
)2
, (11)
W˜2(m) =
(
y¯n − n+ z
m+ z
µn − r
m+ z
s¯r
)2
+
(
σ√
n
− σ√
m+ z
)2
. (12)
Recall that in our approach described in Section 2.4 the future samples are drawn from the posterior
predictive distribution (6)-(7) under pic, meaning that
s¯r|y¯n ∼ N
(
µn,
(
1
r
+
1
n+ z
)
σ2
)
. (13)
In contrast to our approach, Morita et al. [2008] sample from the distribution of hypothetical previous data
and Reimherr et al. [2014] bootstrap the observed data. Our proposed sampling method is therefore not
the only option and in order to provide justification for our choice it is instructive to consider the behavior
of Mn under several sampling methods. To investigate this Proposition 4.1 below considers the case where
s¯r is exactly equal to the mean of its distribution, denoted γ. If the behavior of Mn for this value of s¯r
does not make sense then there is little hope that the corresponding sampling method is useful, and if it
does make sense then the investigation may offer valuable insights. The proof of Proposition 4.1 is given
in Appendix A.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that s¯r = E[s¯r|y¯n] = γ. Under this scenario we have the following results:
1. (Posterior predictive sampling) If γ = µn, then Mn ≥ z.
2. (Bootstrap sampling) If γ = y¯n, then there exists s and l, such that Mn = z whenever |y¯n−µn| < s,
and Mn < 0 whenever |y¯n − µn| > l.
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3. (Prior sampling) If γ = µ0, then Mn = z.
Result (a) of Proposition 4.1 corresponds to our proposed method of sampling the future samples from
the posterior predictive distribution (6)-(7). The result is consistent with the top right panel of Figure 2
in Section 3.2, which shows that the median (dashed curve) value of Mn is always equal to or greater than
z. To gain further intuition consider the distance W2(m) under the condition of Proposition 4.1:
W2(m) =
( n
m
)2
(µn − y¯n)2 +
(
σ√
m
− σ√
n+ z
)2
. (14)
Inspecting (14) reveals that the second term captures the nominal EPSS: setting m = n + z makes the
standard deviation of the baseline posterior pifm match that of the conjugate posterior picn, so the second
term of (14) equals to zero. However, the first term of (14) reveals that there is an intuitive reason for the
value of Mn to often be larger than the nominal EPSS: disagreements between the prior and the data as
captured by (µn − y¯n)2 = (z/(z + n))2 (µ0 − y¯n)2 mean that the two posteriors will not be centered in the
same location, and the (n/m)2 term in (14) suggests that greater agreement is expected to be obtained
by adding further samples to the baseline prior, i.e., increasing m. Thus, our definition of Mn correctly
identifies that simply reporting the classical information content of the prior as determined by its standard
deviation is not sufficient: we must also take into account the impact of the prior location relative to the
data. Of course, the results in Proposition 4.1 must also take account of W˜2(m), see Appendix A for details.
Bayesian methodology stipulates that the extra samples must be drawn from the posterior predictive
distribution, as above, but results (b) and (c) of Proposition 4.1 provide further intuition for the correctness
of this approach (or rather the incorrectness of competing approaches). Result (b) supposes that E[s¯r] = y¯n
which is the case when sampling the future observations from the empirical distribution (bootstrap) or
from the baseline posterior predictive distribution, i.e., the posterior predictive distribution under pif and
conditioning on only the observed data y. The first part of result (b) where Mn = z for y¯n ≈ µn may
be considered somewhat reasonable, and is similar to what is seen in Figure 2. However, in the current
scenario, the second part of result (b) where Mn < 0 for large |y¯n − µn| does not make sense both because
z > 0 and because intuitively the prior impact is large when y¯n is far from µn. Reimherr et al. [2014]
avoided this problem by defining the EPSS so that negative values convey a disagreement between the prior
and the data, but there are limitations of their approach as discussed in Section 2.1. Furthermore, there
is always some disagreement between the data and the prior so we find it conceptually more appealing to
always have positive prior impact (unless our prior is less informative than the baseline).
Result (c) of Proposition 4.1 corresponds to the case where the additional samples are drawn from the
conjugate prior distribution pic: just as some might argue that the future data sampling method should
not be “contaminated” by the prior, others may argue that it should not be “contaminated” by the data!
Under the scenario of the proposition, this sampling scheme yields Mn = z, which is at least never negative.
However, simply recovering the nominal EPSS regardless of whether µ0 = y¯n or µ0 = 100y¯n does not convey
differences in the impact of the prior, which is the purpose of having a measure of prior impact.
In conclusion, drawing the extra samples from the posterior predictive distribution (6)-(7) seems to
give the most intuitive result (i.e., (a) of Proposition 4.1), and we now briefly return to that case to gain
further insights. Suppose that the observed mean of the extra samples is s¯r = µn + α, i.e., no longer
exactly the theoretical mean µn as in result (a) of Proposition 4.1. Further investigation along the same
lines reveals that for small |α|, the result Mn ≥ z still holds, but for large |α| we obtain Mn < 0. The proof
is similar to that for Proposition 4.1 and is omitted. In the current example, it is undesirable for Mn to be
negative (as explained above), but the situation is different to that in result (b) of Proposition 4.1, because
here the probability of |α| being large, and Mn being negative, is small. This small probability represents
the chance that we are unlucky and the extra samples do not well represent their true distribution, and
consequently that the conjugate prior misleadingly appears to be less informative than the baseline prior.
Lastly, we note that result (a) in Proposition 4.1 does not contradict the existence of situations where the
MOPESS is less than the nominal EPSS z, such as those discussed in Section 5.1 and Appendix E. Indeed,
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those cases arise due to the variability in s¯r (and additional conditions), i.e., not when assuming that s¯r is
exactly equal to its theoretical mean.
4.2 Theoretical posterior distribution of the OPESS
To study the variation in the OPESS for a given observed dataset, we now derive the theoretical distribution
of the OPESS conditional on y for the preceding Gaussian conjugate posterior example. More generally,
the distribution of the OPESS will typically be hard to derive, but it can be empirically approximated, see
Algorithm 1 Step 2.
Lemma 4.1 below gives the distribution of the distances W2(m) and W˜2(m) conditional on y¯n and µ
(drawn from picn in Algorithm 1). The proof is given in Appendix B. We condition on both y¯n and µ because
then the two distances are independent which facilitates derivation of the OPESS distribution. The distance
distributions conditional on only y¯n are given in Appendix D. Lemma 4.1 states that both distances follow
shifted non-central χ2 distributions, whose non-centrality parameters depend on µ through λm and δm
(given in the lemma statement). Intuitively, the forms of λm and δm show that the impact of the specific
value of µ results from two sources: (i) its distance from y¯n, and (ii) its distance from µ0. Furthermore,
the impact is seen to be different for W2(m) and W˜2(m). For example, when m = n+ z (corresponding to
the nominal sample size) then r = z and c2m = 0 meaning that the conditional distribution of W2(m) only
depends on the discrepancy between µ and the prior mean, |µ− µ0|, whereas this is not true for W˜2(m).
Lemma 4.1. Conditional Distribution of Distances. Using the same notations as in Lemma 3.1, assume
that xi
i.i.d.∼ N (µ, σ2), for i = n+ 1, . . . ,m. Then we have[
W2
(
pifm, pi
c
n
) ∣∣∣∣y¯n, µ] ∼ τmχ21(λmτm
)
+ c2m,
where
c2m =
(
σ√
n+ z
− σ√
m
)2
, τm =
r
m2
σ2,
λm =
((
z
n+ z
− r
m
)
(y¯n − µ) + (1− wn)(µ− µ0)
)2
;
and [
W2
(
picm, pi
f
n
) ∣∣∣∣y¯n, µ] ∼ κmχ21( δmκm
)
+ c˜2m,
where
c˜2m =
(
σ√
m+ z
− σ√
n
)2
, κm = w
2
mτm,
δm =
(
r + z
m+ z
(y¯n − µ) + (1− wm)(µ− µ0)
)2
.
Furthermore, conditional on y¯n and µ, W2
(
pifm, picn
)
and W2
(
picm, pi
f
n
)
are independent.
Theorem 4.1 below gives the posterior distribution of the OPESS conditional on y¯n. The proof is
given in Appendix C. In the theorem statement, v denotes a possible value of Mn (e.g., in the notation
P (Mn = n|y¯n)), and t is a dummy variable for the distance corresponding to Mn = v, i.e., the distance
W2(n+ v), if v ≥ 0, and the distance W˜2(n+ |v|), otherwise. The result gives a separate expression for the
case Mn = 0 because when m = n the distance between the posteriors (i.e., W2(n)) is not random, meaning
that an integral over the distance dummy variable t is not required. In the case v ∈ Z/{0}, the integrands
specified are tractable because the products are truncated at M(t) and M˜(t) (defined in Appendix C),
14
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Figure 3: Conditional OPESS distribution given y¯n = µ = 0 (left panel) and y¯n = µ = 0.45 = 2σ/
√
n
(right panel). The line-dot line shows the theoretical distribution based on Theorem 4.1 and the red crosses
show the empirical distribution obtained by running Algorithm 1 Step 2 but with the specified value of µ
repeatedly used for the future sample draws of Step 2(a). The solid vertical line shows the nominal EPSS
(10), the dash-dot vertical line shows the mean conditional OPESS based on the theoretical distribution
plotted, and the dashed vertical line shows the mean conditional OPESS based on the empirical distribution
plotted, i.e., based on Algorithm 1. In both plots the dash-dot and dashed vertical lines closely coincide.
which are finite for all values of t ≤ σ2/(n+z). This truncation is possible because, for any  > 0 and large
enough M0, W2(m) and W˜2(m) are bounded below by σ
2/(n+ z)−  and σ2/n− , respectively, and are
less than σ2/(n+ z) +  and σ2/n+ , respectively, with non-negligible probability, for all m ≥ M0. This
means that, for any given value of t, either some W2(m) or W˜2(m) is less than t with probability 1 (i.e., the
integrand is zero, hence the indicator functions in Theorem 4.1), or W2(m) and W˜2(m) are greater than t
with probability 1, for all m ≥ M0 (meaning the corresponding product terms are 1 and can be ignored).
See Appendix C for full details.
Theorem 4.1. OPESS distribution. Let Fm,µ and F˜m,µ denote the cumulative distribution function of
χ21
(
λm
τm
)
and χ21
(
δm
κm
)
, respectively. Furthermore, let hm,µ and h˜m,µ denote the conditional probability
density function of W2(m) = W2
(
pifm, picn
)
and W˜2(m) = W2
(
picm, pi
f
n
)
, respectively, as given in Lemma
4.1. Lastly, let g(t, µ, v,M, M˜) denote the function that gives P (min
m
(W2(m), W˜2(m)) > t|y¯n, µ) multiplied
by the appropriate density for t, i.e.,
M(t)∏
m=n+1
m6=v+n
(1− Fm,µ(tm))
M˜(t)∏
m=n+1
(1− F˜m,µ(t˜m))hv+n,µ(t), if v ∈ Z>0;
M(t)∏
m=n+1
(1− Fm,µ(tm))
M˜(t)∏
m=n+1
m 6=|v|+n
(1− F˜m,µ(t˜m))h˜|v|+n,µ(t), if v ∈ Z<0;
M(t)∏
m=n+1
(1− Fm,µ(tm))
M˜(t)∏
m=n+1
(1− F˜m,µ(t˜m)), if v = 0,
where tm = (t − c2m)/τm and t˜m = (t − c˜2m)/κm, and M and M˜ are known functions (see Appendix C).
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Then P (Mn = v|y¯n) is given by
∫
R
∫
Tv
1{W2(n),W˜2(n),σ2/(n+z)≥t}g(t, µ, v,M, M˜)dt pi(µ|y¯n)dµ, if v ∈ Z/{0},
1{W2(n)≤σ2/(n+z)}
∫
R
g(W2(n), µ, 0,M, M˜)pi(µ|y¯n)dµ, if v = 0,
where Tv is R≥c2m if v > 0 and R≥c˜2m otherwise, and M(t) and M˜(t) are finite integers for all values of
t ≤ σ2/(n+ z).
Figure 3 shows two examples of the conditional posterior distribution of the OPESS given y¯n and
µ, where y¯n = µ = 0 in the left panel and y¯n = µ = 0.45 = 2σ/
√
n in the right panel. We plot the
conditional posterior distribution to gain intuition about how the particular draw of µ from pic impacts
the conditional distribution of the OPESS. This is important because in reality the value of µ is fixed but
unknown, and it is therefore valuable to understand how the distribution of the OPESS changes when
we simulate the future samples based on different fixed choices of µ. In Figure 3, the line-dot density is
a close Monte Carlo approximation to the theoretical conditional density of the OPESS given y¯n and µ,
and was obtained by simulating from the theoretical conditional distributions of W2(m) and W˜2(m) and
averaging the resulting values of the integrand given in Theorem 4.1 (except in the case P (Mn = 0) for
which no Monte Carlo approximation is needed). The red crosses show the empirical distribution of the
OPESS obtained by directly applying the first two steps of Algorithm 1, except with the modification that
µ is fixed in Step 2(a). Figure 3 illustrates that for y¯n (and µ) farther from the prior mean µ0 = 0 (right
panel) the conditional OPESS distribution has larger mean and is more right-skewed. This corroborates
the numerical results seen in Figure 2. For some values of y¯n and µ the conditional posterior distribution
of the OPESS is bi-modal, with one mode at positive values and one at negative values (not shown). For
other y¯n and µ, there is a mode at Mn = 0, which is relevant to the case where the MOPESS is less than
the nominal EPSS, a scenario that is discussed further in Section 5.1 and Appendix E.
5 Further numerical examples
In this section we present numerical simulation studies that mimic the conditions in Section 3.2 but for
the Beta-Binomial and simple linear regression models.
5.1 Beta-Binomial model
Suppose {yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} are independent observations taking values in the set {0, 1}. The unknown
parameter θ is the probability that yi = 1. We set the informative prior to be pi
c(θ) ≡ Beta(α, β), where
α, β are known hyperparameters, and the baseline prior to be pif (θ) ≡ Beta(1, 1). As in Section 3.1,
x
(m)
i = yi for i = 1, . . . , n, and x
(m)
i | θ i.i.d.∼ Bernoulli(θ) for i = n + 1, . . . ,m (but since θ is unknown it is
drawn from its posterior distribution when computing the MOPESS, see Algorithm 1 Step 2(a)). Let piAn
and piAm denote the posterior distribution using the original data y = (y1, . . . , yn)
T and the expanded dataset
x(m), respectively, under prior A. Also define (FAn )
−1 and (FAm)−1 to be the quantile functions associated
with these posterior densities. Then it can be shown that the 2-Wasserstein distance between piAn and
piAm is
(∫ 1
0 ((F
A
n )
−1(u)− (FAm)−1(u))2du
)1/2
, see Theorem 2 in Cambanis et al. [1976]. Unfortunately, this
distance cannot be expressed in closed form in the case of Beta distributions, but it can be approximated
to high precision using numerical integration, which is the approach we take.
In our simulations we set α = β = 5, which corresponds to a nominal EPSS of α + β − 2 = 8. The
subtraction of 2 highlights that the standard nominal EPSS is relative to the prior sample size of the
flat prior Beta(1, 1), which is also our baseline prior pif . We sample 1, 000 datasets of size n = 20 with
replacement from the sex ratio dataset presented in Section 2.4 of Gelman et al. [2013]. The dataset
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consists of the biological sexes of 980 babies born to mothers with placenta previa: 437 of the babies are
female, a proportion of 0.446 of the total.
The top left panel of Figure 4 shows the MOPESS values obtained across the 1, 000 simulations. The
Mn estimates have a similar pattern as in the Gaussian conjugate model of Section 3.2, except that Mn
is less than the nominal EPSS for datasets with y¯n = 0.5. The top right panel of Figure 4 shows that
the median of the posterior distribution of Mn is similar to the mean. It also shows that the posterior
distribution is much wider for datasets with means less than the prior mean of 0.5. This is due to the fact
that the posterior distribution of θ is right skewed when y¯n is less than the prior mean, and this skewness
is consequently reflected in the future observations xallL , which are simulated conditional on a draw of θ.
Hypothetical future datasets with means that are far greater than y¯n will result in positive OPESS, while
future datasets with means near or smaller than y¯n will result in negative OPESS. That the posterior
skewness is reflected in the resulting MOPESS distribution is a strength of our approach, and in particular
of integrating over the posterior uncertainty of θ when calculating our measure of prior impact. Indeed,
large spread in the posterior distribution of Mn simply reflects genuine uncertainty about the number of
extra samples that need to be collected and combined with the baseline posterior in order to match the
posterior under pic.
Next, we examine the relationship between the MOPESS and the nominal EPSS in two cases, namely,
those where the prior mean and y¯n are highly discrepant and perfectly aligned, respectively. The top left
panel of Figure 4 indicates a simulated dataset for which y¯n = 0.1 (green “+”), and the bottom left panel
shows the corresponding initial posterior distributions picn and pi
f
n (as well as the prior distributions). In
this case, the MOPESS value is high (around 12) because the initial posteriors are very different. The
bottom right panel of Figure 4 show analogous plots for a dataset with y¯n = 0.5, as labeled with green cross
on the top left panel. In this case, the initial posteriors are very similar, which is why the MOPESS value
is low (approximately 7.5, the variation about which is Monte Carlo error). In particular, the MOPESS
value is less than the nominal EPSS of 8, a phenomenon that did not occur in the Gaussian conjugate
model example of Section 3.2 for any of the simulated datasets. The low MOPESS value occurs here
due to specific circumstances that, in this case, arise due to the discreteness of the data and the future
data, as we now explain. The data mean y¯n exactly matches the mean of the prior pi
c, which in turn
makes the means of picn and pi
f
n exactly equal. Thus, picn and pi
f
n are very similar to begin with, and it is
unclear whether adding more samples to one of these posteriors will further reduce the distance between
them. Adding more samples to the baseline posterior pifn could reduce the width of the distribution, and
therefore may lead to greater agreement with picn. However, the discrete nature of the data means that one
additional sample with value one or zero will necessarily move the posterior mean away from 0.5, therefore
potentially increasing the 2-Wasserstein distance between the two posteriors. Of course, if we draw an even
number of extra samples then their average may be close to 0.5, so a reduction in the width of the baseline
posterior pifn may be achieved without any substantial change in the mean. However, based on the nominal
EPSS value, the approximate number of extra samples needed for matching the posterior widths is 8, but
the probability of achieving an average of 0.5 (or very close to this) when drawing around 8 samples is
not sufficiently high, and consequently the distance W (n) is often smaller than W2(m) and W˜2(m) for all
m > n. Thus, for many simulations of xallL , we have Mn = 0, meaning that the MOPESS Mn is shrunk
towards zero.
In summary, we may expect the MOPESS to be less than the nominal EPSS when the means of the
initial posteriors picn and pi
f
n are very similar relative to the size of z. Furthermore, adding extra samples to
one posterior may not reduce the 2-Wasserstein distance between the two posteriors because: (i) if few extra
samples are added then the variability in their mean can introduce discrepancies between the posterior
means, and (ii) adding many extra samples will introduce discrepancies in the spreads since the initial
discrepancy will be over-corrected. Thus, often the smallest distance between the posteriors is achieved
when Mn = 0, and consequently Mn is small. In Appendix E we demonstrate that this phenomenon can
occur in the Gaussian conjugate model example if n z (whereas in Section 3.2 we set n = 2z). Reimherr
et al. [2014] discussed a related phenomenon.
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Figure 4: (Top left) MOPESS (Mn) as a function of observed data mean. Each point corresponds to
one of the 1, 000 simulated datasets. The green “+” and green cross symbols indicate datasets which had
large and small discrepancies with the prior mean, respectively. (Top right) Quantiles of the posterior
distribution of Mn as a function of observed data mean including the median (dashed curve in black), 95%
quantile (long-dashed curve in green), and 5% quantile (dash-dot curve in blue). The horizontal solid line
shows the nominal EPSS of 8. (Bottom left) Comparison of posteriors picn and pi
f
n with respective priors
when the observed data mean is 0.1, indicated in the top left graph with a green “+”. (Bottom right)
Comparison of posteriors picn and pi
f
n with respective priors when the observed data mean is 0.5, indicated
in the top left graph as a green cross.
5.2 Simple linear regression model
We now consider the setting of a simple linear regression model:
Yi|β, Xi = xi ∼ N (β1 + β2xi, σ2), Xi ∼ N (0, 1), (15)
for i = 1, . . . , n, where σ2 is known, and β = (β1, β2)
′ are the unknown model parameters. We note that
in simple linear regression models, distributional assumptions on covariates are typically not made. We
assume that Xi ∼ N (0, 1) is known for simplicity of statements of the algorithm for generating hypothetical
samples. Let our informative prior pic(β) be:
pic(β) = N (η0,Σ0) , where Σ0 =
[
τ21 0
0 τ22
]
,
and η0 = (µ0, γ0)
′ and τ1, τ2 are known hyperparameters. Thus, the nominal EPSS for βi is given by
σ2/τ2i = zi, for i ∈ [1, 2]. We set the baseline prior to be pif (β) ∝ 1. Define the mth set of hypothetical
18
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Figure 5: (Left) MOPESS (Mn) as a function of the L2-norm of βˆn − η0 (in this case η0 = 0). Each
point corresponds to one of the 1, 000 simulated datasets. (Right) Quantiles of the posterior distribution of
Mn as a function of the L2-norm including the median (dashed curve), 95% quantile (long-dashed curve),
and 5% quantile (dash-dot curve). The solid red line is the same as the red line in the left panel and the
horizontal line shows the nominal EPSS of 10.
samples as {(y(m)i , x(m)i ), i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}} with {(y(m)i , x(m)i ) = (yi, xi), i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} for all m. For
i > n, the hypothetical samples (y
(m)
i , x
(m)
i ) are generated from (15) conditional on a draw of β from the
posterior distribution picn. Given that the models that we consider here are all Gaussian conjugates, the
posteriors {picu(β), pifu(β), n ≤ u ≤ L} are also Gaussian. Closed expressions for the posterior distributions
and corresponding Wasserstein distances are given in Appendix G. Thus, it is straightforward to apply
Algorithm 1 to compute the MOPESS.
Our linear regression model simulation study is similar in design to that for the Beta-Binomial model
in Section 5.1. We observe n = 20 samples from the model (15), with σ2 = 1, and β1 = β2 = 0. We set
z1 = z2 = 10, so the nominal EPSS of pi
c is 10. As can be seen in Figure 5, the MOPESS increases with
‖βˆn − η0‖2, i.e., the L2-norm of the ordinary least squares estimator less the prior mean. We use a one-
dimesional summary of the two-dimensional measure βˆn− η0 to ease visualization, and to account for the
fact that the joint prior can be influential even if only one element of βˆn disagrees with the corresponding
marginal prior.
Indeed, Figure 6 shows how the MOPESS can vary even when conditioning on a small interval of
(βˆn)[1] − µ0, or (βˆn)[2] − γ0. In the left panel, we see that for values of (βˆn)[1] − µ0 that are near zero,
there is still quite a range of MOPESS values. Thus the MOPESS is influenced not only by (βˆn)[1] − µ0,
but also the disagreement between γ0 and (βˆn)[2]. For example, the maximum MOPESS value in the left
panel, indicated by the cross, occurs at a value of (βˆn)[1] − µ0 that is far from extreme. But turning
to the right panel in Figure 6, which shows the MOPESS versus (βˆn)[2] − γ0, we see that the maximum
MOPESS occurs at the maximum observed value of (βˆn)[2]− γ0. In summary, the MOPESS generalizes to
two dimensions as we would expect it to, with joint dependence on βˆn − η0.
6 Discussion and future work
6.1 Minimum distance as a measure of information relevance
We highlight a potentially key phenomenon: for different realizations of xallL , the minimum distance achieved
is different. In other words, in some realizations of the OPESS Mn and the future samples x
all
L , the
posteriors pin = qpi(·|y) and pibMn+n = qpib(·|x(Mn+n)) (or pi|Mn|+n and pibn) are more similar than in other
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Figure 6: (Left) MOPESS (Mn) as a function of the of (βˆn)[1]−µ0 (in this case µ0 = 0). (Right) MOPESS
(Mn) as a function of the of (βˆn)[2] − γ0 (in this case γ0 = 0). Each point in both graphs corresponds to
one of the 1, 000 simulated datasets. The cross symbol indicates the maximum observed MOPESS across
all 1, 000 simulation studies, ≈ 19.
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Figure 7: OPESS (Mn) against min(W, W˜ ), for a fixed value of y¯n = 0.057 in the Gaussian conjugate
example of Section 3. The nominal EPSS is 10 and Mn = 10.47.
realizations. In practice, we have found that the smallest minimum distance between the posteriors is
typically achieved for realizations in which Mn equals the nominal EPSS. This is illustrated by Figure 7
which shows values of Mn plotted against minimum distance for the Gaussian conjugate example discussed
in Section 3. Realizations that lead to large minimum distance tend to more strongly favor small and large
values of Mn over intermediate values.
The value of the minimum distance represents how closely it is possible to achieve the goal of matching
inference under the baseline prior pib to our actual inference. Thus, when we report Mn we should also
report the average minimum distance (or some other summary of the minimum distance distribution)
because this summarizes the quality of the posterior matches and therefore represents the relevance of
the reported MOPESS. In future work we will further investigate this notion of information relevance or
reliability.
20
6.2 Low-impact priors
Our approach allows negative MOPESS values, like that of Reimherr et al. [2014]. For instance, if we set
pib = N (µ0, 0.5λ20) in the Gaussian example of Section 3.2 then Mn would usually be negative. Thus, in
more complex situations our framework can be used to assess if a prior is a good choice for a low-impact
prior, i.e., if it is less informative than a standard baseline prior.
6.3 Generalizations to Non-conjugate Models
Although the examples that we study in this paper are all conjugate models, our framework (Algorithm 1) is
generalizable to non-conjugate models. In contrast to conjugate models for which the posterior distribution
is derived analytically, for most non-conjugate models, the posterior distribution needs to be represented
by posterior samples based on Bayesian computational techniques such as Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithms. However, the number of expensive MCMC runs needed is small because the posterior
distributions considered in Algorithm 1 (with different m values) are similar, meaning that importance
sampling can provide fast and reliable samples once we have samples from qpi(·|y) and qpib(·|y). If qpib(·|y)
is also reasonably similar to qpi(·|y) then MCMC is only needed for sampling from the latter, and this
computation would typically have already been preformed in the original analysis.
6.4 Future Work and Applications
Besides the generalizations to non-conjugate models as described above, we plan to extend our current
framework and develop efficient computational algorithms for more complex models such as hierarchical
models and models with nuisance parameters. Hierarchical models have already been discussed in the
introduction and in related literature (see Section 2.1). The latter extension can be explained using the
regression example given in Section 5.2. In a regression model, typically the slope is the parameter of
interest and the intercept is the nuisance parameter. In Section 5.2 we used our measure to quantify prior
impact on the joint inference for the parameters. However, it is also of interest to quantify the (joint) prior
impact on inference for the slope parameter alone, i.e., ignoring any impact the prior has on inference for
the intercept parameter that does not impact inference for the slope parameter. In future work we will
investigate this problem, especially in cases where the parameter of interest and the nuisance parameter
are correlated either a priori or due to the data. This might offer important insights for problems where
Bayesian inference, which is supposed to give inferences that form a compromise between the prior and
the likelihood, gives counter-intuitive results [Xie et al., 2013, Chen et al., 2020]. Furthermore, we plan
to apply our methods to evaluate prior impacts in the astronomical meta-analysis problem [Chen et al.,
2019] discussed in Section 5.2, in which nuisance parameters play a crucial role, and better understanding
the impact they have on final inferences could prove valuable in many scientific analyses and for the
implementation of multi-instrument astronomical observation.
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A Proof of Proposition 4.1
In part (a), γ = µn and from (11) we have
W2(m) =
( n
m
)2
(µn − y¯n)2 +
(
σ√
n+ z
− σ√
m
)2
. (16)
Let m∗ denote the minimizer of W2(m) and suppose that m∗ < n+ z. For m = n+ z the second term of
(16) is zero and the first term is smaller than for m∗, thus W2(n+z) < W2(m∗), a contradiction. Therefore,
m∗ ≥ n + z. (Aside: note that m∗ = n + z holds if µn = y¯n, i.e., if µ0 = y¯n.) Furthermore, referring to
(12), for m > n, we have
W˜2(m) = (y¯n − µn)2 +
(
σ√
n
− σ√
m+ z
)2
> W2(m). (17)
To see this note the following. If m = n then the second term on the right-hand side of (16) is equal to the
corresponding standard deviation term in (17). For n < m ≤ n + z, the standard deviation term in (16)
decreases whereas that in (17) increases. Regarding the case m > n + z, σ/
√
n is larger than σ/
√
n+ z
and the value being subtracted from these terms is smaller in (17) than in (16) (σ/
√
m+ z versus σ/
√
m),
and thus again the standard deviation term is larger in (17) . Thus, for all m > n, the standard deviation
term in (17) is larger than that in (16). This verifies the inequality in (17) because the first term (17) is
necessarily larger than that of (16) for m > n. Thus, Mn ≥ z.
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In part (b), γ = y¯n and from (11) and (12) we have
W2(m) = (µn − y¯n)2 +
(
σ√
m
− σ√
n+ z
)2
, (18)
W˜2(m) =
(
n+ z
m+ z
)2
(y¯n − µn)2 +
(
σ√
n
− σ√
m+ z
)2
. (19)
Clearly (18) is minimized at m = n+ z, because in that case the second term on the right hand side is zero
(and the first does not depend on m). The second term on the right-hand side of (19) is monotonically
increasing for m ≥ n. Thus, setting s to be any value such that 2s <
(
(σ/
√
n)− (σ/√n+ z))2 yields
the first part of result (b). The first term on the right-hand side of (19) converges to zero as m increases,
and the second term is bounded above by σ2/n. Thus, choosing 2l > σ
2/n, the second part of result (b)
follows.
In part (c), γ = µ0 and we have
W2(m) = (µn − µn,m)2 +
(
σ√
m
− σ√
n+ z
)2
, (20)
W˜2(m) = (y¯ − µn,m+z)2 +
(
σ√
n
− σ√
m+ z
)2
, (21)
where µn,m = wn,my¯n+(1−wn,m)µ0, and wn,m = n/m. Since m = n+z gives W2(m) = 0, and W˜2(m) > 0
for all m ≥ n, we have Mn = z.
B Proof of Lemma 4.1
We denote the additional samples collected by s1, . . . , sr, i.e., {x1, . . . , xm} = {y1, . . . ,
yn, s1, . . . , sr}, and write s¯r to denote 1r
∑r
i=1 si. Thus, we have
s¯r|y¯n, µ ∼ N
(
µ,
σ2
r
)
. (22)
From (11) we have
W2(m) =
(
µn − n
m
yn −
r
m
sr
)2
+ c2m (23)
=
(
wny¯n + (1− wn)µ0 − n
m
yn −
r
m
sr
)2
+ c2m (24)
=
((
n
n+ z
− 1 + 1− n
m
)
y¯n + (1− wn)µ0 − r
m
sr
)2
+ c2m (25)
=
((
r
m
− z
n+ z
)
y¯n + (1− wn)µ0 − r
m
sr
)2
+ c2m (26)
The conditional distribution of W2(m) given µ and y¯n stated in Lemma 4.1 then follows from the distri-
bution of s¯r (the only random quantity in (26)). The proof for the conditional distribution of W˜2(m) is
similar and is omitted. The proof of Theorem D.1 in Appendix D, which gives the distance distributions
conditional on only y¯n, relies on analogous arguments and is also omitted.
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C Proof of Theorem 4.1
Firstly, suppose that v > 0. Let W = argminm≥nW2(m) and W˜ = argminm≥nW˜2(m). Then P (Mn =
v|y¯n) = P (W ≥W2(v + n), W˜ ≥W2(v + n)|y¯n) can be expressed as∫
R
∫
Tv
1{σ2/(n+z)≥t}
∞∏
m=n
m 6=v+n
(1− Fm,µ(tm))
∞∏
m=n
(1− F˜m,µ(t˜m))hv+n,µ(t)dtpi(µ|y¯)dµ (27)
=
∫
R
∫
Tv
1{σ2/(n+z)≥t}
M(t)∏
m=n
m6=v+n
(1− Fm,µ(tm))
M˜(t)∏
m=n
(1− F˜m,µ(t˜m))hv+n,µ(t)dtpi(µ|y¯)dµ, (28)
where, for σ2/(n+ z) ≥ t, M(t) denotes the minimum value of m ∈ Z≥n+z such that(
σ√
m
− σ√
n+ z
)2
> t (29)
and M˜(t) denotes the minimum value of m ∈ Z≥n+1 such that(
σ√
m+ z
− σ√
n
)2
> t. (30)
In particular, for all t ≤ σ2/(n+z), M(t) and M˜(t) are both finite, and for m > M(t) we have P (W2(m) >
t|y¯, µ) = 0, and similarly for m > M˜(t) we have P (W˜2(m) > t|y¯, µ) = 0. This demonstrates the equality of
(27) and (28). The indicator 1{σ2/(n+z)≥t} is needed because if σ2/(n+ z) < t, then the above arguments
do not hold and there exists m∗ > v+n such that W2(m∗) < t or W˜2(m∗) < t with probability 1, meaning
that P (W ≥ t, W˜ ≥ t|y¯n, µ) = 0. For completeness we set M(t) = M˜(t) = ∞ if σ2/(n + z) < t. Next,
P (W2(n) > t|y¯, µ), P (W˜2(n) > t|y¯, µ) ∈ {0, 1}, meaning that (28) can be written as∫
R
∫
Tv
1{W2(n),W˜2(n),σ2/(n+z)≥t}g(t, µ, v,M(t), M˜(t))dtpi(µ|y¯)dµ (31)
as in Theorem 4.1. The proof in the case v < 0 is analogous.
Lastly, if v = 0, then essentially the same derivation holds except that the integral over t is no longer
required and P (Mn = 0|y¯n) simplifies to
1{W2(n)≤σ2/(n+z)}
∫
R
M(W2(n))∏
m=n+1
(1− Fm,µ(sm))
M˜(W2(n))∏
m=n+1
(1− F˜m,µ(s˜m))pi(µ|y¯)dµ. (32)
D Conditional Distribution of Distances
Theorem D.1. Distribution of Distances. Using the same notations as in Lemma 3.1, assume that
xi
i.i.d.∼ N (µ, σ2), i = n+ 1, . . . ,m, where µ is a random sample from the posterior distribution picn; then we
have [
W2
(
pifm, pi
c
n
) ∣∣∣∣y] ∼ τmχ21( λm2τm
)
+
(
σ√
n+ z
− σ√
m
)2
= τm
( √
λ
m
√
τm
+ Z
)2
+
(
σ√
n+ z
− σ√
m
)2
,
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where
τm =
r2
m2
(
wn
n
+
1
r
)
σ2, λ = (n(1− wn)(y¯n − µ0))2 ;
and [
W2
(
picm, pi
f
n
) ∣∣∣∣y] ∼ κmχ21( δκm
)
+
(
σ√
m+ z
− σ√
n
)2
,
where
κm = w
2
mτm, δ =
λ
n2
.
E Small MOPESS scenario in the conjugate Gaussian model example
Consider the Gaussian conjugate model of Section 3.2. Figure 8 shows a scenario in which we the MOPESS
is less than the nominal EPSS for a number of simulated datasets. The left-hand side of Figure 8 shows
Mn versus y¯n for a small numerical simulation study with nearly the same settings as in section 3.2, but
with z = 4 instead of z = 10. We can see that for |y¯n| ≤ 0.2 the MOPESS is estimated to be less than
4, modulo Monte Carlo approximation error. A histogram of the OPESS is shown in the right-hand plot
of 8 for a single simulated dataset with y¯n = 1.8 × 10−5 that appears as a single point on the left-hand
graph. A notable feature of the right-hand plot is that there are no negative OPESS realizations, and
there is a preponderance of OPESS realizations of zero. These zeros pull the MOPESS below the nominal
EPSS. Excluding posterior draws of Mn = 0 leads to a MOPESS of near 4 for the smallest |y¯n|. Thus we
investigate the probability of the event that Mn = 0, when there is a small discrepancy between µn and
y¯n.
Suppose that y¯n = µn+ε where ε is small. The event that [Mn = 0] is the event that [W2(n+r) ≥W2(n)]
and [W˜2(n+ r) ≥W2(n)] for all r > 0. If P (W2(n+ r) > W2(n) | y¯n) > 0 or P (W2(n+ r) ≥W2(n) | y¯n) > 0
for all r, the probability of Mn = 0 would be zero, but as we can see from Appendix C Equations (29) and
(30) show that as r (equivalently, m) increases, there exists an rˆ such that P (W2(n+ r) ≥W2(n) | y¯n) = 0
for all r greater than rˆ and an r′ such that P (W2(n+ r) ≥W2(n) | y¯n) = 0 for all r > r′.
Let us first consider the probability p(r) = P (W2(n + r) < W2(n) | y¯n), where r = m − n, as before.
We have:
p(r) = P
((
(µn − s¯r)
(
r
n+r
)
− ε nn+r
)2
< ε2 + c2n − c2n+r
∣∣∣∣ y¯n) (33)
where s¯r is the mean value of the additional hypothetical samples, defined in Section 4.1, and c
2
n+r =(
1√
n+z
− 1√
n+r
)2
, defined in Section 4.2.
The right hand side of the inequality in (33):
ε2 +
(
1√
n+z
− 1√
n
)2 − ( 1√
n+z
− 1√
n+r
)2
must be greater than zero for p(r) > 0. The greatest value for r such that the inequality is greater than
zero is rˆ. Given that P (Mn = 0 | y¯n) =
∏∞
r=1(1− p(r)), fewer terms less than 1 in the product will increase
the probability that Mn = 0. This gives some intuition as to why n  z leads to MOPESS less than
nominal EPSS when ε is small: ε2 + c2n − c2n+r ≈ 0, leading to p(r) ≈ 0.
The expression (33) also shows that when z is moderately sized compared to n, we can also estimate
MOPESS to be smaller than EPSS. The key aspect of (33) is that the right hand side of the inequality
depends quadratically on ε, while the left-hand side of the inequality depends on both a quadratic and
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Figure 8: (Left) MOPESS (Mn) as a function of y¯n for n = 20 and z = 4 for 300 bootstrap samples for
the Gaussian conjugate example. Each point corresponds to one of the 300 simulated datasets. The solid
horizontal line at y = 4 indicates the nominal EPSS, while the red line is the loess smoothed relationship
between Mn and y¯n. The green cross indicates a single dataset with the minimum observed y¯n across
all 300 simulations, whose posterior over Mn is shown in the right-hand graph (Right) 1, 000 posterior
realizations of Mn for a the given simulation with y¯n = 1.8 × 10−5. The black solid line indicates the
nominal EPSS of z = 4, while the dashed black line indicates MOPESS of ≈ 3.
linear function of ε. The consequence is that the event [W2(n + r) < W2(n)] only occurs if r is not too
large and s¯r happens to be sufficiently close to µn.
As for P (W˜2(n+ r) < W2(n) | y¯n), or p˜(r), we can see immediately that p˜(r) = 0 for all r for small ε:
p˜(r) = P
((
r
m+z (µn − s¯r) + ε
)2
< c2n − c˜2n+r + ε2
∣∣∣∣ y¯n) (34)
The expression c2n − c˜2n+r + ε2 is
(
1√
n
− 1√
n+r
)2 − ( 1√
n
− 1√
n+r+z
)2
+ ε2. So in order for p˜(r) > 0,
c˜2n+r−c2n < ε2. In our simulation study n = 20, z = 4, ε2 > 1×10−4 in order for p˜(1) > 0. For the example
shown in the histogram in the right-hand panel of Figure 8 ε2 ≈ 1×10−10, so p˜(r) = 0 ∀ r > 1 which agrees
with the paucity of negative Mn realizations shown in the empirical histogram.
F Choice of Discrepancy Measure
In this Section, we derive the relationship between the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, an alternative
discrepancy measure, and the Wasserstein distance for the Gaussian conjugate model. We thereby demon-
strate the generality of our proposed framework in Section 2.2 and point out the connections between the
Wasserstein distance and the KL divergence.
Let µ and ν be probability measures on a metric spaceM. The KL divergence from ν to µ, defined as
KL(µ, ν) =
∫
µ log µν , quantifies the information gain if ν substitutes µ. If ν is a prior distribution and µ
is a posterior distribution, KL(µ, ν) describes the change in belief due to the data (likelihood). Consider
the Gaussian conjugate model in Lemma 3.1. The KL divergence from pifm to picn is given by
KL
(
picn, pi
f
m
)
=
1
2
{
m
n+ z
+
m
σ2
Dm,n − 1 + log n+ z
m
}
, (35)
where Dm,n = [wnyn + (1− wn)µ0 − xm]2. The pth Wasserstein distance between pifm and picn with p = 2 is
W2
(
pifm, pi
c
n
)
= Dm,n +
(
σ√
m
− σ√
n+ z
)2
. (36)
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F.1 Generality of Proposed Framework
We use this Gaussian example to illustrate the generality of the framework we propose in Section 2.2 for
defining the prior influence by changing the discrepancy measure and the way of generating hypothetical
samples. Theorem F.1 gives the minimizer of the expected KL divergence when the hypothetical samples
are obtained by sampling the observations with replacement independently in the Gaussian conjugate
model. The expectation is taken with respect to the sampling of hypothetical observations conditioning on
the actual observations. The result reveals that with the discrepancy measure being the KL divergence and
the generation of hypothetical samples being the simple bootstrap, minimizing the expected KL divergence
can also give valid characterizations of the prior impact, which takes into account of the prior-likelihood
(mis)alignment. We note that in this example, the minimization is computed after taking the expectation,
which is different from the previous sections. This is only for ease of derivations of analytical forms. And
the interpretation based on the analytical solution, which is not the same as the ideal solution under our
rigorous definition, is intuitive.
Theorem F.1. Assume that x1, . . . , xm are independently sampled with replacement from {y1, . . . , yn}.
Then E[KL
(
picn, pi
f
m
)
] is minimized at
m∗ =
⌊
(n+ z)
[
1 +
z2(y¯n − µ0)2
(n+ z)σ2
]−1⌉
,
where be denotes the nearest integer of a real number. Note that m∗ is less than n if (y¯n − µ0)2 >
σ2
(
n−1 + z−1
)
and greater than n otherwise. This m∗ is also the minimizer of E[KL
(
picn, pi
f
m
)
] when
xi
i.i.d.∼ ppi(·|y1:n), where pi is reference prior; and when pi is conjugate prior, m∗ = n+ z.
From this theorem, we know that when the prior and the likelihood roughly aligns, the prior contributes
a “positive” sample size, and vice versa.
Proof. For the Gaussian conjugate model, from the definition of Dm,n, the expected value of Dm,n (thus
the KL divergence) only depends on the first two moments of xm through
E(Dm,n) = [wnyn + (1− wn)µ0 − E(xm)]2 + V(xm).
Now we derive the minimizer of the expected KL divergence under different sampling schemes of x1:m.
• Sampling with replacement. xi
i.i.d.∼ Fˆn(·).
E(x¯m) = y¯n,V(x¯m) =
1
m
S2n;E[Dm,n] = (1− wn)2(y¯n − µ0)2 +
S2n
m
.
∂E
[
KL
(
picn, pi
f
m
)]
∂m
=
1
2
{
1
n+ z
+ (1− wn)2 (y¯n − µ0)
2
σ2
− 1
m
}
.
Therefore, E
[
KL
(
picn, pi
f
m
)]
is minimized at m =
[
1
n+z + (1− wn)2 (y¯n−µ0)
2
σ2
]−1
.
• Posterior predictive (i). xi
i.i.d.∼ ppi(·|y1:n), where pi is conjugate prior.
E(xm) = E(µ(θ)|y1:n) = wnyn + (1− wn)µ0;
V(xm) =
1
m
[
E(σ2(θ)|y1:n) + V(µ(θ)|y1:n)
]
=
σ2
m
+
1
m
σ2
n+ z
.
∂E
[
KL
(
picn, pi
f
m
)]
∂m
=
1
2
{
1
n+ z
− 1
m
}
.
Therefore, E
[
KL
(
picn, pi
f
m
)]
is minimized at m = n+ z.
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• Posterior predictive (ii). xi
i.i.d.∼ ppi(·|y1:n), where pi is reference prior.
E(xm) = E(µ(θ)|y1:n) = yn;
V(xm) =
1
m
[
E(σ2(θ)|y1:n) + V(µ(θ)|y1:n)
]
=
σ2
m
+
1
m
σ2
n
.
∂E
[
KL
(
picn, pi
f
m
)]
∂m
=
1
2
{
1
n+ z
+ (1− wn)2 (y¯n − µ0)
2
σ2
− 1
m
}
.
Therefore, E
[
KL
(
picn, pi
f
m
)]
is minimized at m =
[
1
n+z + (1− wn)2 (y¯n−µ0)
2
σ2
]−1
.
F.2 Comparison of Wasserstein and KL Distances
Next, we show with the conjugate Gaussian example the relationship between the two discrepancy measures
for the two posterior distributions: the KL divergence and the Wasserstein distance, in Proposition F.1.
Proposition F.1. From Equations (35) and (9) in the Gaussian conjugate model, we have
KL
(
picn, pi
f
m
)
W2
(
pifm, picn
) = 1
2
m
σ2
1 + σ2m 2
√
m√
n+z
− 2 + log n+zm
W2
(
pifm, picn
)
 ≥ Im2 , (37)
where Im =
m
σ2
is the Fisher information. (i) The equality in (37) holds if and only if m = n+ z. (ii) For
any fixed/finite n, as m→∞, the equality in (37) holds asymptotically.
Proof. The proof of inequality (37) is due to the fact that 2
√
m√
n+z
−2+log n+zm ≥ 0 where the equation holds
if and only if m = n+z, which concludes the proof for (i). Now we give the proof for (ii). Since as m→∞,
we have W2(pi
f
m, picn) ≥
(
σ√
m
− σ√
n+z
)2 → σ2n+z , and that ∣∣∣ 1m [2 √m√n+z − 2 + log n+zm ]∣∣∣ = 1mO(√m) → 0.
Thus the middle part expression in (37) is asymptotically equivalent to m
2σ2
.
Remark F.1. Let θ1 = (wnyn + (1 − wn)µ0, σ√n+z ) and θ2 = (xm, σ√m) be the parameters for the two
Gaussian posteriors given in (8), then W2(pi
f
m, picn) = ||θ1−θ2||22, where ||·||22 is the L2 norm. The statements
given in proposition F.1 corresponds to the general result from information theory: for a parametric family
{pθ(x)}, we have
lim
θ′→θ
1
(θ − θ′)2 KL(pθ, pθ′) =
1
ln 4
J(θ),
where J(θ) is the Fisher information. See Exercise 7 on page 334 of Cover and Thomas [2012] for details.
G Details for Regression Model in Section 5.2
Here we give the expressions for the posterior distributions {pifu(β), picu(β)} and the Wasserstein distances
{W2(pifm, picn),W2(picm), pifn}.
For ease of notation, we define the following quantities, for u ≥ n:
xu =
1
u
u∑
i=1
x
(u)
i , yu =
1
u
u∑
i=1
y
(u)
i ,
x2u =
1
u
u∑
i=1
((x′i)
(u))2, xyu =
1
u
u∑
i=1
(x′i)
(u)y
(u)
i ,
βˆu =
[
yu
xyu/x
2
u
]
.
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Define ηu and Σu as
ηu =
[
u+ 1
τ21
uxu
uxu ux2u +
1
τ22
]−1 [
uyu +
µ0
τ21
ux2u
xyu
x2u
+ γ0
τ22
]
,
Σu = σ
2
([
u+ 1
τ21
uxu
uxu ux2u +
1
τ22
])−1
.
Then picu(β) = N (ηu,Σu) while pifu(β) = N
(
βˆu, Σˆu
)
, where
βˆu =
[
yu
xyu
x2u
]
, Σˆu = σ
2
[
u−1 uxu
uxu
1
ux2u
]
.
Since for multivariate Gaussians νA, νB with mean vectors µA,µB ∈ Rd and covariance matrices ΣA,ΣB ∈
Rd×d, W2(νA, νB) is (
||µA − µB||22 + tr
(
ΣA + ΣB − 2(Σ
1
2
BΣAΣ
1
2
B)
1
2
)) 1
2
,
we can write W2(pi
f
m, picn) and W2(pi
c
m, pi
f
n) in terms of posterior quantities βˆu,ηu, Σˆu, and Σu as follows:
W2(pi
f
m, pi
c
n) =
(∣∣∣∣∣∣βˆm − ηn∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
+ tr
(
Σˆm + Σn − 2(Σ
1
2
n ΣˆmΣ
1
2
n )
1
2
)) 1
2
,
W2(pi
c
m, pi
f
n) =
(∣∣∣∣∣∣ηm − βˆn∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
+ tr
(
Σm + Σˆn − 2(Σˆ
1
2
nΣmΣˆ
1
2
n )
1
2
)) 1
2
.
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